Must DOs:

1. **Admire the Stunning Architecture**
   Barcelona is renowned world wide for it Gothic beauty that named an entire quarter in the city’s old town. A simple stroll around the city centre, day or night, is enough to be transported back in time to the Catalan capital of the 1700s.

2. **Soak in the Natural Beauty**
   Barcelona is locked between the mountains and the sea and this donates the city with incredible natural features. Climb up the hill of the Montjuïc and admire the city from above or head to the beaches around Barcelona to get a real Catalan summer experience by plunging in the warm Mediterranean sea.

3. **FOOD!**
   No trip to Barcelona would be complete without the renowned Spanish cuisine. Whether you’re having some churros, a tortilla or some tapas you will not be disappointed by the incredible Spanish and Catalan food.

Why Study in Barcelona Spain and at UPF?

- Everyone should experience the thrill and adventure of spending time abroad, whether it’s for two weeks, a month or a full year!
- Get a true insight into what Spanish life really is through a full immersion experience.
- The classes consist primarily of discussion which promotes active learning and a relaxed study environment where everyone is listened to and no idea is disregarded.
- The classes are small which reduces the student teacher ratio
- The campus where classes take place is stunning and ubicated next to the ‘Parc de la Ciutadella’ in the city centre.

About the program:

- The Pompeu Fabra university (UPF) organises the ‘International Summer School’.
- The classes on offer range in duration and topic: programs can last anywhere between one week and a month and range from philosophy to metaphysics.
- Classes take place every day for three hours either in the morning or the afternoon which leaves you half of the day to explore the city or the surrounding areas!
- Classes run in the form of a lecture where the professor explains the topic of the day which is followed by a conversation and a discussion based on the readings.
- Assessments consist of essays and/or presentations which need to be completed by the end of the course.